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AUGMENTED REALITY

We are a Worcestershire Based, Multidisciplinary
Design and Marketing Agency Providing you with
the Creative Tools to Engage Your Audience.

AUGMENTED
REALITY (AR),
WHAT IS IT?
Augmented Reality Connects
the Real and Virtual Worlds

BRANDING

DESIGN

MULTIMEDIA

Your brand is not simply a logo,
it is the whole identity of your
business or product. We can help
raise awareness and perceived
value of your brand which, in
turn, can increase profitability.

Good design is what makes us
tick. Whether it’s web, print, or
multimedia, the design process
is in everything that we do. From
small to global brands we will
utilise our industry knowledge
to help you achieve your goals.

We offer a wide range of digital
and multimedia marketing tools
that include, 3D rendering &
animation, virtual exhibitions &
tours and movie production.

Download our
Free App
To see Augmented
Reality in action you
need to download
our free app simply by visiting
the App Store or Google
Play and searching rcmAR.
Once installed open the
app and point your device
at the images displayed
with the icon above.

We offer this cutting edge technology to businesses and
organisations of all types to connect with their customers
as never before by bringing the physical and virtual worlds
together. Using visual recognition technology, users simply
point their smart device at a trigger and be shown extra
content such as movies, interactive animations, 3D models
and games. This technology links all of your print and web
marketing efforts together by means of a smart device.
Augmented Reality can be used as part of any advertising
campaign as a way of targeting a particular audience
in order to boost sales or promote a new product.

Scan this image for
an overview of AR.

There’s a wide range of ‘non-monetising’ uses for AR
which include teaching, prototyping, building and
landscape architecture, all of which add another valuable
dimension to learning and sharing information.
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We provide functional app design
and development for businesses
to help them promote their
brand, attract new customers and
improve business performance.

We design and develop
responsive, SEO friendly
websites. Bringing creative
design and clean coding
together to engage your
audience online from desktop
PCs, to phones and tablets.

With our vast knowledge and
wealth of experience, our print
management service enables you
to order from one place ensuring
you are getting the best quality
and price for your requirements.
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INTERACTIVE
FLOOR PLANS
Residential, Commercial
and Industrial.
Interactive floor plans allow the user to view property layouts
from a 3D perspective giving a realistic feel for the amount of
available space within an area or room. The ability to toggle
floors as they would appear provides greater clarity that
you simply cannot get from 2D plans. Additional features
could include external render styles, furniture, internal
finishes and also an integrated sales movie to give the user
even more information, leading to potential enquires.

Scan this image to
see an interactive
3D floor plan of
the house below.

FIRST PERSON
WALKTHOUGH

Scan this image
to explore the
property in
first person.

With a First Person Walkthrough you get an immersive
interactive tour as if you were walking around the property,
You may have seen animated flythroughs used in property
presentations but this changes the game. You are giving
the user control of their tour. Interactive Floorplans and
Walkthroughs can be produced off-plan and additional features
for individual specifications can be incorporated making this
technology a game-changer for property marketing.
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INTERACTIVE
BOTTLING PLANT
The bottling plant tour was created to show users
where the clients product range would fit within
their own manufacturing facility.
Previously this would have been shown as an
animated movie sequence or static visual. Using
Augmented Reality gives greater interactivity
and engagement. A wealth of additional
information can be integrated with direct
links to the product websites.

Scan this image to
see an animated,
interactive, 3D
model of the
bottling plant.
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AR GAMES
In addition to informative movies and interactive
tours we also develop Augmented Reality Games
which are fun way to engage your audience.
Using gamification in conjunction with a marketing
or advertising campaign showing a new product
or feature you could run a highscore table or
fastest time with a prize to gather important
contact data from users. Let users share the
experience on social media sites to achieve
even more exposure for your campaign.
We are currently working on gamification within
the education and training industry which
promotes a greater retention of the subject as
opposed to traditional teaching methods.
There are extensive possibilities for this
technology. To discuss how it can be incorperated
into your business or strategy, get in touch.

HOW FAST CAN YOU GET THE ORIGINAL
MINI AROUND OUR TRACK?

Scan the image
above to race

Download the free app today, complete 3 laps and
post your fastest time to your facebook page.

the Mini around
the track.
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MEDICAL
MAN
For marketing, communications or
learning, the technology is here.
Currently on smart devices and evolving
into the glasses and headsets it’s time
for your business to embrace the
next wave of user engagement.

Scan this image to

Contact Reflection today to discuss how
this technology can benefit your business.

see an interactive
3D model of the
human body.
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Contact Us
T: +44 (0)1902 894101
www.reflectioncreativemedia.com

